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FOREWORD
This report is a compilation of published and unpublished research generated from
January 1987 to September 1992 by the Acoustics Division. The output described in
this document is the result of research performed both in-house and by personnel
supported entirely or in part by grants and contracts. In addition to being grouped
chronologically, the report is divided according to the following general headings:
I. Formal Reports
II. Quick-Release Technical Memorandums
III. Contractor Reports
IV. Journal Articles and Other Publications
V. Meeting Presentations
VI. Technical Talks
VII. Computer Programs
VIII. Tech Briefs
IX. Patents
Included are the generally available NASA Technical Papers and Technical
Memoranda (TP- and TM-) and Contractor Reports (CR-), copies of which may be
obtained from the National Technical Information Setv ice (NTIS), Springfield,
Virginia 22161, for a nominal charge. Meeting/conference papers and associated
journal articles are obtainable from NTIS or the sponsors of the meetings and
conferences. Tech Briefs are usually available from the NASA Langley Technology
Utilization and Applications Office.
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PUBLICATIONS FOR ACOUSTICS DIVISION
Formal Reports
Booth, E. R. Jr.: Measurement of Velocity and Vorticity Fields in the Wake of
an Airfoil in Periodic Pitching Motion. NASA TP-2780, December 1987.
Childress, O. S., Jr.: Helicopter Noise Reduction Program-1986. NASA CP-
2461, March 1987.
Connor, A. B.; and Martin, R. M.: Correlation of Helicopter Impulsive Noise
From Blade-Vortex Interaction with Rotor Mean Inflow. NASA TP 2650,
March 1987.
Leatherwood, J. D.: Annoyance Response to Simulated Advanced Turboprop
Aircraft Interior Noise Containing Tonal Beats. NASA TP 2689, July 1987.
McCurdy, D. A.; and Grandle, R. E.: Aircraft Noise Synthesis System.
TM 89040, February 1987.
NASA
Mueller, A. W.: NASA LDTM 1029, August 1987.
Mueller, A. W.: NASA LDTM 1031, October 1987.
Mueller, A. W.: NASA LDTM-1030, December 1987.
Mueller, A. W.: NASA LDTM-1022, May 1987.
Parrott, T. L.; Watson, W. R.; and Jones, M. G.: Experimental Validation of a
Two-Dimensional Shear-Flow Model for Determining Acoustic Impedance.
NASA TP-2679, May 1987.
Parrott, T. L.; McAninch, G. L.; and Carlberg, I. A.: Evaluation of a Scale-
Model Experiment to Investigate Long-Range Acoustic Propagation.
NASA TP-2748, November 1987.
Preisser, J. S.; and Willshire, W. L., Jr.: NASA LDTM-1049, November 1987.
Preisser, J. S.; Willshire, W. L., Jr.; and Garber, Donald P.: NASA LDTM-1046,
October 1987.
Schoenster, J. A.; and Jones, M. G.: Status Report on a Laminar Flow Nacelle-
Flight Experiment IV. Effects of Acoustic Sources. NASA CP-2487,
December 1987.
Schoenster, J. A.: NASA LDTM-!036, September 1987.
Willshire, W. L., Jr.: Noise Propagation from a Four-Engine Propeller-Driven
Airplane. NASA TM-89035, February 1987.
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High Numbered Technical MemorandUms
Brooks, T. F.: Effect of Signal Jitter on the Spectrum of Rotor Impulsive Noise.
NASA TM-100477, June 1987.
Brooks, T. F.; and Martin, R. M.; Results of the 198_=N_ASA[F_DFVLR Main
Rotor Test Entry in t_h_eGerman-Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW)I. NASA TM-
100507, October 1987 ....
Clevenson, S. A.: Documentation of the Space Station/Aircraft Acoustic
Apparatus. NASA TM-8911 i, February 1987,
Farassat, F.; and Myers, M. K.: Extension of Kirchhoff's Formula to Radiation
from Moving Surfaces. NASA TM-89149, May 1987.
McCurdy, D. A.; and Grandle, R. E.: Aircraft_NoiseSynthesis System. NASA
TM-89040, February 1987. _ _=_ _, _
McCurdy, D. A.; Sullivan, B. M.; and Grandie, R. E.: Aircraft Noise Synthesis
System: Version 4 User Instructions. NASA TM-89089, February 1987.
Mixson, J. S.; and Roussos, L. A." Acoustic Fatigue: Overview of ActiVities at
NASA Langley. NASA TM-89143, Apri! !987.
Mueller, A. W.; Childress, O. S.; and Hardesty, M.: HelicopterMain-Rotor
Speed Effects on Far-Field Acoustic Levels. NASA TM-100512, October
..... ;_ . .z
Shearin, J. G.; Jones, M. G.; and Baals, R. A.: Acoustic Effects on Profile Drag
of a Laminar Flow Airfoil. NASA TM-100505, September 1987.
Silcox, R. J.; Lester, H. C.; and Abler, S. B.: An Evaluation of Active Noise
Control in a Cylindrical Shell. NASA TM-89090, February 1987,
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Contractor Reports
Anon." Guidelines for Noise and Vibration Levels for the Space Station. (L-
76724B Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics,
Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, National
Research Council.) NASA CR 178310, June 1987.
Discenza, J. H.: Least Squares Linear Lags and Limited Memory Filters.
(L16074C Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Inc.) NASA CR-178381, October
1987.
Edwards, B.; Peryea, M.: Model Main Rotor andTaii Rotor Interaction Tests in
the Vought 7 by 10 Foot Wind Tunnel. (NAS1-17148 Bell Helicopter
Textron.) NASA CR-178271, May 1987.
Fuller, C. R.; and Elliott, K. B." Bearing Detection in the Presence of Two
Sources of Varying Coherence Using the Complex Cepstrum. (NAG-I-547
VPI&SU.) NASA CR-181605, October 1987.
Hawkins, J. A.: Application of Ray Theory to Propagation of Low-Frequency
Noise from Wind Turbines. (NAS1-17802 Applied Research Laboratories,
University of Texas at Austin.) NASA CR-178367, July 1987.
Martinez, R.: Predictions of Unsteady Wing and Pylon Forces Caused by
Propeller Installation. (NAS1-18020 Cambridge Acoustical Associates,
Inc.). NASA CR 178298, May 1987
Mei, C.; and Prasad, C. B.: Influence of Large Deflection and Transverse
Shear on Random Response of Rectangular Symmetric Composite
Laminates to Acoustic Loads. (NAS1-17933 Old Dominion University
Research Foundation.) NASA CR 178313, June 1987.
Owen, S. J.; and Shenoy, R. K.: Numerical Investigation of Two-Dimensional
Blade-Vortex Interaction. (NAS1-17146 UTC, Sikorsky Aircraft.) NASA CR-
178326, September 1987.
Reynolds, D. A.; JanakiRam, D. S.; and Corban, J.E.: Main Rotor Noise
Dominant MD-500E Helicopter- Ground Test. (NAS1-17145 McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Company.) NASA CR-178318, July 1987.
Schwindt, C.: ROTONET Noise Prediction Program Capability Development
and Procedures for Its Use. (NAS1-17146 Sikorsky Aircraft.) NASA CR-
178412, November 1987.
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Simpson, R. L.; Ghodbane, M.; and McGrath, B. E.: An Environmental Study of
Surface Pressure Fluctuations in a Separating Turbulent Boundary Layer.
(NAS1-17146 United Technologies Corporation, Sikorsky Aircraft
Division.) NASA CR-!784_12, December 1987 ........
Spence, P. L." Comparison of Two Transonic Noise Prediction Formulations
Using the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program. (NAS1-18000 PRC Kentron,
Inc.) NASA CR-181609, December 1987.
Sternfeld, H., Jr.: Study of Helicopter F/otorNoise in an Anechoic Environment-
-Data Report. (NAS1-17147 Boeing Vertol Company.) NASA CR-178330,
October 1987. !_ ! - _-_ _ _ ....
Sternfeld, H., Jr.: Study of Helicopter Rotor Noise in an Anechoic
__Eny!r0_nm_ent.- (NAS1-17147 Boeing Helicopter Company.) NASA CR-
178329, September i9_, i i L_LI_IL_
Stusnick, E.; and Burn, M." User's/Programmer's Manual for the Space
Station Interior Noise Analysis Program (SSINAP). (NAS1-18026 Wyle
Laboratories.) NASA CR 178190, February _1987,
Weir, D. S.; and Nguyen, k (31: WindLoads Induced by a Propeller Wake.
(NAS1-18000 PRC Kentron.) NASA CR-178355, August 1987.
Wiese, M. R.: Acoustic Source Bearing Estimation (ASBE) Computer Program
Development. (NAS1-17999 Computer Sciences Corporation.) NASA CR-
178300, March 1987.
Yoerkie, C. A.; Gintoll, P. J.; Ingraham, S. T.; and Moore, J. A." Development of
Rotorcraft Interior Noise Control Concepts: Phase Iii: Development of
Noise Control Concepts. (NAS1-16932 United Technologies Corporation,
Sikorsky Aircraft.) NASA CR 171872, July 1987.
Journal Articles and Other Publications
..... .= _
Brooks, T. F.; Marcolini, M. A.; and Pope, D. S.: A Directional Array Approach
for the Measurement of Rotor Noise Source Distributions With Controlled
Spatial Resolution. Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 112, No. 1,
January 8, 1987, p. 192-197.
DeLoach, R.; Houck, J. A." Pilot Evaluation of Population-Minimal Ground
Tracks in the Airport Community. _IQ_rnal of Aircraft, Voi. 24, No. 9,
September 1987, p.603-610.
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Farassat, F.; Padula, S. L.; Dunn, M. H.: Advanced Turboprop Noise
Prediction Based on Recent Theoretical Results, _l_)_rnal of Sound and
_, Vol. 119, No. 1, 1987, 27 p.
Fields, J. M.; and Powell, C. A., Jr.: Community Response to Helicopter Noise:
Results from an Experimental Study. The Journal of the Acoustical Society
gf America, Vol. 82, No. 2, August 1987, p. 479-492.
Hardin, J. C. and Lamkin, S. L.: An Euler Code Calculation of Blade-Vortex
Interaction Noise, ASME Journal. Vol. 109, No. 1, January 1987, p. 29-36.
Hardin, J. C.; and Lamkin, S. L.: Concepts for Reduction of BladeNortex
Interaction Noise. Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 24, No. 2, February 1987, p. 120-
125.
Lyle, K. H.; and Mixson, J. S.: Laboratory Study of Sidewall Noise
Transmission and Treatment for a Light Aircraft Fuselage.
Aircraft, Vol. 24, No. 9, September 1987, p. 660-665.
McGary, M.C.: Interaction of Airborne and Structure-Borne Noise Radiated by
Plates. Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 115, No. 3, June 22, 1987, p.
387-403.
Pope, L. D.; Willis, C. M.; and Mayes, W. H.: Propeller Aircraft Interior Noise
Model, Part I1: Scale-Model and Flight-Test Comparisons. Journal of
Sound and Vibration, Vol. 118, No. 3, p. 469-493.
Ribner, H. S.: Spectra of Noise and Amplified Turbulence Emanating from
Shock-Turbulence Interaction. AIAA Journal, Vol. 25, No. 3, March 1987.
Meeting Presentations
Abler, S. B.; and Silcox, R. J.: Experimental Evaluation of Active Noise Control
for a Thin Cylindrical Shell. Presented at Noise-Con 87, June 8-10, 1987,
Penn State University, University Park, PA. In Proceedings, p. 341-346.
Becker, L. E.; Golub, R. A.; and Grandle, R. E.: A Description of a Flyover
Noise Data Reduction and Analysis System. Presented at the NASA/AHS
Fifth Program Review, October 5-8, 1987, Fort Worth, TX. NASA CP-
10005, April 1988.
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Beyer, T. B.; and Grosveld, F. W.: Validation of an Interior Noise Prediction
Model for a Composite Cylinder. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, January 12-15, 1987, Reno, NV. AIAA Paper No. 87-
0529.
Booth, E. R., Jr.: Experimental Observations of Two Dimensional Blade-Vortex
Interaction. Presented at the AIAA 1 lth Aeroacoustics Conference,
October 19-21, 1_9_8_7_,Su_nn_yvale,CA. A_IAA P_aper No., 87-2745.
Brentner, K. S." A Prediction of Helicopter Rotor Discrete Frequency Noise for
Three Scale Models Using a New Acoustics Program. Presented at the
AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January 12-i 5, 1987, Reno, NV.
AIAA Paper No. 87-0252.
Brooks, T. F.: Broadband_Noise Research Results. Presented at the
NASA/AHS Fifth Program Review, October 5-8, 1987, Ft. Worth TX. NASA
CP-i0005, April 1988.
Brooks, T. F.; Marcolini, M. A.; and Pope D. S.: Main Rotor Braodband Noise
Study in the DNW. Presented at the AHS Southwest Region Specialists'
Meeting on Aeordynamics and Aeroacoustics, February 25-27, 1987,
Arlington, TX.
Chestnutt, D.; and Golub, R. A.: Far-Field Acoustics Measurements From an
Aerospatiale 365N-1 Helicopter During Hover Flight Conditions.
Presented at the NASA/AHS Fifth Program Review, October 5-8, 1987, Ft.
Worth, TX. NASA CP-10005, April 1988.
_ ;Clevenson, S. A.; and Metcalf, V. L.: Structureb0rneNoise in Aircraft.
Presented at the ASME Vibration Conference Conference, September 27-
30, 1987, Boston, MA.. In Mechanical Signal Analysis Machinery Vibration
Flow Induced Vibration and Acoustic Noise Analysis, DE-Volume 7, p. 207-
212.
Elliott, K. B.: An Experimental Technique-for Predicting Acoustic Forces.
Presented at the AiAA 1lth Aeroacoustics Conference, October 19-21,
1987, Sunnyvale, CA. AIAA Paper No. 87-2710.
Farassat, F. and Brentner, K. S,: The Uses and Abuses of the Acoustic
Analogy in Helicopter Rotor Noise Prediction. Presented at the AHS
Southwest Region National Specialists' Meeting on Aerodynamics and
Aeroacoustics, February 25-27, 1987, Sunnyvale, CA. AIAA Paper No. 87-
2675.
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Farassat, F.: Comments on the Aeroacoustics of Helicopter Rotors. Presented
at the AHS Southwest Region National Specialists' Meeting on
Aerodynamics and Aeroacoustics, February 25-27, 1987, Arlington, TX.
Farassat, F.: Quadrupole Source in Prediction of the Noise of Rotating Blades -
A New Source Description. Presented at the AIAA 1 lth Aeroacoustics
Conference, October 19-21, 1987, Arlington TX.
Fuller, C. R. and Hardin, J. C.: Estimation of Echoed Narrowband Signals in
Noise Using a Windowed Power Cepstrum Technique. Presented at the
International Symposium on Signal Processing and its Applications,
August. 24-28, 1987, Brisbane, Australia.
Fuller, C. R., Tavakkoli, S.; Elliott, K. B.; Hurst, C. J.; and O'Brien, W. F."
Application of the Complex Cepstrum to the Location of Acoustic Sources
Near Reflective Surfaces. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, January 12-15, 1987, Reno, NV.
Fuller, C. R.; Silcox, R. J.; and Lester, H. C.: Active Control of Sound Fields in
Elastic Cylinders. Invited paper presented at 114th Acoustical Society of
America Meeting, November 16-20, 1987, Miami, FL. Abstract published
in The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Supplement 1, Vol. 82,
Fall 1987, p. $14.
Golub, R. A.; and Weir, D. S.: ROTONET Narrowband Prediction Results for a
MDHC 500E Helicopter. Presented at the NASA/AHS Fifth Program
Review, October 5-8, 1987, Ft. Worth, TX. NASA CP-10005, April 1988.
Golub, R. A.; and Weir, D. S.: The Phase II ROTONET System. Presented at
the AHS National Specialists' Meeting on Aerodynamics and
Aeroacoustics, February 25-27, 1987, Arlington, TX.
Grosveld, F. W.; and Beyer, T. B.: Vibratory Response of a Stiffened, Floor
Equipped, Composite Cylinder. Presented at the 5th International Modal
Analysis Conference, April 6-9, 1987, London, England. In Proceedings,
Vol. II, p. 812-819.
Hardin, J. C.; and Booth, E. R., Jr.: Higher Harmonic Control for BVl Noise
Reduction. Presented at theNASNAHS Fifth Program Review, October 5-
8, 1987, Ft. Worth, TX. NASA CP-10005, April 1988.
Hardin, J. C.; and Pope, D. S.- Ring Vortex/Cylinder Sound Production
Revisited. Presented at the AIAA Aeroaooustics Conference, October 19-
21, 1987, Sunnyvale, CA. AIAA Paper No. 87-2671.
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Hubbard, H. H.; and Shepherd, K. P.: Environmental Noise of Wind Turbine.
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Energy, and Solar Energy Research Institute Windpower '87, October 5-8,
1987, San Francisco, CA.
Lester, H. C.; and Fuller, C. R.: Mechanisms of Active Control for Noise Inside
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Marcolini, M. A.; and Brooks, T. F." Rotor Noise Measurement Using A
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Martin, R. M.; and Hardin, J. C.: The Spectral Chara_eristics of Rotor Blade-
Vortex Interaction Noise" Experimental and MathematicaiResults.
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Martin, R. M.; and Splettstoesser, W. R.: Acoustic Results of the =B!ade-Vortex
Interaction Acoustic Test of a 40 Percent Model Rotor in the DNW.
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Marulo, F.; and Beyer, T. B.: NASTRAN Application for the Prediction of
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Metcalf, V. L.; and Mayes, W. H.: Effect of In-Hangar Operation on Rotorcraff
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Morgan, H. G.; Pao, S. P.; and Powell, C. A., Jr.: Recent Langley Helicopter
Acoustics Contributions. Presented at the 1987 NASA/Arrny Technology
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Mueller, A. W.; Childress, O. S., Jr.; and Hardesty, M." Helicopter Rotor Speed
Effects on Far-Field Acoustics. Presented at the 114th Meeting of the
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